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A. Introduction

The year 2017 may have been tougher than ever for sexual minority

soldiers in Korea. The investigation to ferret out gay soldiers pursued

blindly and in violation of human rights by the Korean military is still

going on. The case was first known to the world with the revelation by

the Center for Military Human Rights last April. No one was raped or

harassed. Sexual intercourse between male soldiers was the only reason

for their conviction. The case lays bare the stark reality of Korea where

calls for enacting anti-discrimination law are growing louder while the

government has been taking up a seat in the UN Human Rights

Committee as director since 2006, for four consecutive years.

A new set of directions—The Guidelines for Homosexual Service

Members in the Military1)—was drafted on April 1, 2016 and institutional

efforts have been in place to ensure a smooth life for enlisted homosexual

service members in the military. Amidst the military’s culture that

enforces unity and conformity, however, there is a discrepancy between

enactment of such institutional arrangements and their implementation.

The military discriminates against these soldiers for their unique sexual

1) The above guidelines are no longer used. Instructions 2058 of the Ministry of National Defense,

titled “Instructions for the Management of Troops,” address the issue in Chapter 7.



identity or sexual orientation. The Instructions for the Management of

Troops contain explicit provisions that prohibit discrimination against the

human rights of homosexual service members for their sexual identity.

However, the Military Criminal Act still governs the crime of sexual

molestation, and the applicable provision is intended to punish sexual

minorities—notably, gay soldiers. While examples of hunting-down these

service members contributed to revealing how the military investigators

infringed on the human rights of sexual minorities in the military, the

focus of subsequent debates still fixed on “How homosexual service

members disturb military discipline,” and there has never been a

discussion on how to integrate sexual minority soldiers into the military.

B. Limited Perception in MND toward Sexual Minority Soldiers

1) Discrimination against sexual minority soldiers in terms of the law

The Korean military first established the management provisions for

sexual minority soldiers in 2005, prompted by a stunning incident. A gay

soldier, “A”, enlisted in the army in June 2005, and consulted one of the

officers in his unit regarding his sexual identity. The documents

containing the records of the consultation were leaked, however, forcing

the soldier to go public about his sexual orientation and be the subject of

an internal investigation, in addition to verbal abuse from his peers that

bordered on sexual harassment. Already suffering from forced AIDS tests,

the soldier was even demanded to provide a photo featuring a sex scene

with a same gender partner as “a proof of being a gay, which would be

used to help him leave the military due to mental illness.” After the case

was known to the public, the Ministry of National Defense (MND) began

to produce guidelines, commencing with the Management Guidelines for

Homosexual service members in the Military. MND then inserted the

Service Guidelines for Homosexuals, after several modifications, into the

Instructions 2058, titled “Instructions for the Management of Troops,” in



Chapter 7, to manage sexual minorities in the military.

Article 252

(Purpose)

The purpose of this chapter is to provide any and all affordable

conditions for homosexual service members in the military to protect

their human rights and perform their military services with other

service members, thereby improving the capacity of the armed forces

and service efficiency.

Article 253

(Basic

Principles)

① Any homosexual service member in the military shall be treated

equally and shall not be discriminated against due to their

homosexual orientation;

② Notwithstanding Paragraph (1) herein, all sexual acts within the

military by homosexual service members are prohibited. Anyone

who violates the foregoing requirement shall be subject to

disciplinary actions pursuant to criminal punishment or the

procedures described in Chapter 6, Section IV hereof;

③ The Commanding Officer of any homosexual service member

within the military as well as Personnel Officer, Military Medical

Officer, Military Religious Officer, Military Legal Officer,

Administrative Supply Officer, and any other person in charge of

recording and managing personal information of homosexual

service members (hereinafter in this Chapter, “Commanding

Officer, etc.”) shall make reasonable efforts to protect the human

rights of homosexual service members from any unjust

infringement; and

④ Commanding Officer, etc. shall find out the difficulties and

problems faced by homosexual service members in the military

and take actions regarding their positions to improve their service

and living conditions, provide consultations, etc. and, if

maladjustment of any service member reaches a serious degree,

the Commanding Officer may discharge him or her from military

service, subject to a determination of maladjustment to full time

military service; provided that homosexuality itself does not

constitute the cause for determination of maladjustment to full

time military service.



Article 254

(Guarantee of

Personal

Secrets)

① Commanding Officer, etc., may not actively look into the

sexuality of the service member in the military by such means as

survey on their sexuality to identify homosexuals;

② Commanding Officer, etc. may not ask questions regarding

privacy of the service member in the military regarding their

sexual experience, information of their partners, etc.;

③ Commanding Officer, etc., shall not record personal information

of any homosexual service member in documents other than the

military service record; provided that such homosexual service

member shall be subject to protection and guidance in their

capacity as a service member requiring the support and care of

the battalion commander until their discharge from service;

④ Commanding Officer, etc., shall prohibit any requests for

submission of any materials proving homosexuality; and

⑤ Commanding Officer, etc., shall take cautions to prevent any

records of meeting and consultation with homosexual service

members in the military and their medical matters from being

leaked to persons other than authorized personnel.

Article 255

(Restriction of

Outing)

① “Outing” means an act of forced disclosure of homosexuality by

others; and

② No one shall, without the consent of the homosexual service

member, reveal the service member’s homosexuality to his or her

parents, friends or the relevant military unit, except for such

cases where it is highly likely that the said service member will

commit suicide or where the military medical officer finds in his

or her judgment that a notification is necessary for the

Commanding Officer to prevent accidents



Article 256

(Prohibition of

Discrimination)

① Such acts as beating, cruel treatment, insulting, cursing, sexual

molestation and sexual violence are prohibited. Any occurrence of

such acts shall be reported without delay and the perpetrator

shall be subject to strict punishment;

② Commanding Officer, etc., shall not cause any service member to

be forcibly discharged from the military for admitting his or her

sexual preference;

③ Commanding Officer, etc., shall not force blood sampling or

require the performance of AIDS tests to any homosexual service

member in violation of laws; and

④ Admission into Green Camp or a hospital shall not be used as a

way of alienating homosexual service members from their units.

Article 257

(Enhanced

Education and

Consultation)

① Commanding Officer, etc., shall include education curricula on the

“protection of the human rights of sexual minorities” in the

human rights training program for service member;

② Any homosexual service member is entitled to file a request to

Commanding Officer, etc., for consultations with those who are

qualified and have expertise regarding sexual minorities;

③ Commanding Officer, etc., may file a request to MND and the

human rights section in each unit for assistance, when necessary

for providing an education and/or consultation regarding

homosexual service members; and

④ Commanding Officer, etc., shall include education curricula on the

“protection of the human rights of sexual minorities” in the

human rights training program for service member.

Article 258

(Provision of

Continued

Direction and

Care)

① Becoming aware of any homosexual service member’s sexual

orientation due to consultations with service members or the

exceptional condition of paragraph 2, Article 255 , the Commanding

Officer, etc., shall categorize him or her as a service member requiring

help and/or care to provide continued guidance and care; and

② Commanding Officer, etc., shall find out any difficulties of

homosexual service members and take the following actions:

1. Change the position and place of service, if necessary; and

2. Improve the conditions of bedroom and showers, if available.

[Table 1. Text from Chapter 7 “Military Service by Homosexual Service

Members” of the Instructions for the Management of Troops]



As expressly set forth in the above provisions, the Instructions state, “…

protect the human rights of homosexual service members and guarantee

any and all conditions for homosexual service members to complete their

military service like other soldiers,” and “Homosexual service members in

the military shall be treated equally and shall not be discriminated

against due to their homosexuality,” emphasizing the necessity of

“providing direction and care” for homosexual service members so that

they may not suffer discrimination but receive equal treatment. The

Instruction sets forth that having intercourse with same sex partners will

lead to “a criminal punishment or a disciplinary action pursuant to

Chapter 6 of Section IV.” The provisions in Chapter 6 of Section IV

govern sexual violence and the actions that are subject to punishment

under such provisions are sexual crimes, sexual harassment and other

actions that may infringe on individual sexual freedom or disturb sound

sexual relations.

The Instructions for the Management of Troops calls for punishment for

any sexual intercourse between same-sex partners, when deemed sexual

violence or takes place in the camps. What matters is that Article 92(2) of

the Military Criminal Act sets forth that “anyone who has anal sex with

or sexually harasses a service member shall be imprisoned for a period

not less than two years,” which leads to an interpretation that “every

sexual intercourse between same sex partners” will be subject to

punishment. The recent judgment of guilty in the case of hunting down

sexual minority soldiers represents a ridiculous situation in which MND

used discrimination in violation of the Instruction that prohibits any

discrimination against sexual orientation by wrongfully interpreting legal

provisions.



The foremost problem of the existing laws and regulations is that they

are primarily focused on the issue of sexual intercourse, without attempting

to determine the real difficulties faced by sexual minorities brought to the

military in the reality of the draft system. The provisions in the

Instructions governing sexual issues, such as efforts to prevent outing,

ensure countermeasures against outing and guarantee affordable living

conditions when any case occurs, contain several banal terms like “educate”

and “pay attention.” They have even bundled up in the terms “gay, sexual

minority, etc.,” without mentioning other types of sexual minority soldiers

having different sexual orientation such as transgenders. Among others, it

is problematic to focus on the act of sexual intercourse among same sex

partners in approaching the issue, because, in so doing, MND is taking the

lead in reproducing and reinforcing the prejudice that the majority of

offenders of sexual violence in the military are homosexuals. According to

the “Survey of Sexual Violence in the Military” 2) conducted by the

National Human Rights Commission of Korea in 2003, not a single case of

sexual violence among men was committed by a homosexual.

2) Problems of Article 92(6) of the Military Crime Act revealed by the

hunt-down of sexual minorities

The recent investigation in the army to hunt down sexual minorities

proves to us the sort of judicial results we can expect as a result of a

biased interpretation of the provisions on molestation under the Military

Criminal Act.

When the cited case first drew attention in April, the Army expressed

its position in an interview with KBS3) saying, “32 soldiers in service are

2) The National Human Rights Commission of Korea, <Examination of the Actual Condition of

Sexual Violence in the Military> (2004)

3) KBS News, “Hunt Down Homosexual Soldiers?”… Freedom of sexual orientation and establishing

military disciplines

http://news.kbs.co.kr/news/view.do?ncd=3463340&ref=A (April 13, 2017)



charged with having sexual intercourse with same gender partners. The

punishment of illegal acts is intended to maintain “strict military

disciplines” and secure sound living in the military community, not to

discriminate against sexual preference.”

Looking into the cases of the victims to whom the Center is providing

assistance, we find it still unclear how the act of sexual intercourse

between same gender partners affected the “sound living in the military

community and the maintenance of strict military disciplines.” Moreover,

we could find that the military pushed ahead with an investigation that

focused only on “anal sex and other forms of harassment” that appear in

the provisions. The very case of captain “A” took place in a private space

of “bachelor quarters” between partners who were not in the chain of

command. It was not forced relations but consensual.

The Military Criminal Act specifies only “harassment,” an unclear term

to interpret as to the specific types of harassment for intended

punishment, while the term forced harassment used in the Criminal Act

requires “assault and threat.”4) The crime of harassment under the Military

Criminal Act is a “crime without a specified victim” if interpreted as it is.

Moreover, the Military Criminal Act separately mentions forced harassment

in Article 92(3), which clearly states that any forced harassment will be

punished by other laws. If the Military Criminal Act intends to punish to

maintain strict discipline in the military community, it needs to provide an

additional explanation about the place and relationship that may harm

such strict disciplines, but the above Act fails to do so. In fact, in the

recent case cited above, the soldiers who had sex at home with same

gender partners were also punished. Punishing an act in a private place

unrelated to any disciplinary concerns only tells us that the relevant

4) Supreme Court Decision 2001 HeonBa70 – Opposition (June 27, 2002)



provisions under the Military Criminal Act are targeted at the very act of

“sexual intercourse between same gender partners.”5)

There is one thing that clearly tells us that the existence of the above

provisions causes discriminatory application of the crime of harassment to

sexual minority soldiers: immunity from criminal punishment for any

consensual heterosexual relationship within the barracks. In 2010, there

was a news report on two military officers, male and female, in the

Dong-Myung Unit in Lebanon, who were caught having sex within the

camp and received disciplinary actions from the Disciplinary Committee

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.6) At that time, they were charged with just a

violation of the duty of maintaining dignity because, although it took

place within the barracks (sexual relations within an office, excess physical

contact within annexed religious installments, etc.), neither party forced

the other one into having sex. For any such units dispatched to conflict

regions, disciplinary concerns always come first and soldiers are

constantly exposed to risks of attacks from outside and terrorist attacks.

Nevertheless, the two officers were not subjected to criminal punishment

but just ended up receiving a disciplinary action order. Considering the

legal interest to be protected under the Military Criminal Act, i.e., the

“sound living and disciplines in the military community,” the two officers

should have been punished more severely. Seven years later, the Korean

Army sentenced captain “A” to six months in prison with one year of

probation for having consensual sex with a same gender partner at home.

As such, interpretation of the crime of harassment under the Military

Criminal Act varies much depending on whether the legal interest to be

protected is for a heterosexual or homosexual relationship.

5) Supreme court Decision 2008 HeonGa21 (March 31, 2011)

6) OhMyNews, <Three persons subjected to a disciplinary action in Dong-Myung Unit in Lebanon,

due to sexual relationship between a male and a female officers>, October. 4, 2010.

http://www.ohmynews.com/NWS_Web/view/at_pg.aspx?CNTN_CD=A0001455506



C) Limited perception in the military toward sexual minority soldiers

In addition to the case of “A” above, which led to the creation of the

guidelines for the management of sexual minority soldiers, another

homosexual serviceman hurt himself four times under mental stress in

2007 after being molested more than 40 times by seniors and officers. In

July 2003, one service member committed suicide after continued sexual

violence from his seniors. The level of the guidelines MND came up

with, however, remains doubtful whether the Ministry is drafting such

guidelines with sufficient sensitivities regarding the issue of sexual

minorities in the military. For example, the “Comprehensive

Countermeasures to Prevent Sexual Violence” MND issued after the

suicide incident in 2003 contains a content referring to “reinforcement of

personality tests and development of a program to identify service

members with sexual abnormality or abnormal characters.” The

management guidelines published in 2007 mentioned “active support for

service members who want conversion to heterosexuality.”7) Such

responses clearly indicate that MND is not essentially understanding the

issue of sexual minorities but wants to defend itself from public criticism

at hand with such guidelines. Moreover, the MND categorizes any

identified homosexual service member into a group of soldiers that

require care and help, as if they qualify as soldiers with “high risks.”

Even the provisions intended to protect sexual minority soldiers do not

hide the discriminatory perception against them. Accordingly, it must be

safe to say that there is not an environment in place for sexual minority

soldiers to speak their minds and seek protection.

The most stunning part of the recent hunt-down of sexual minorities is

not just the fact that the investigation targeted homosexual soldiers but the

irrational method of investigation and the attitude of investigators that

7) Hankyoreh, <Coming-out turned the military into a hell> September 27, 2011.

http://www.hani.co.kr/arti/politics/defense/498122.html



infringed on human rights. The investigators from the Army Investigation

Command directly controlled by the Army Chief of Staff ignored the basic

procedure of notification about the commencement of investigation and the

Miranda rules. Instead, they visited the soldiers abruptly and discouraged

them psychologically by saying, “We already know you’re homosexual.

Come clean,” “OOO confessed to having sex with you. Don’t tell us you

don’t know.” Illegal investigation methods, including ignoring warrant

requirement and conducting digital forensics without prior notice, were

already problematic, but the words the investigators used to press the

soldiers clearly indicate that they are ready to give up what little sympathy

they have toward human rights to punish homosexual soldiers. The

investigators forced the soldiers under investigation to confess their

pornography preferences, experience of anal sex with civilians, first

experience, routine way of releasing sexual desires, hangout place for gays

they frequent, detailed description of sexual intercourse, and so forth. Hong

Hak-gyo, the leader of the investigation team, in particular, did not hesitate

to utter words that revealed discrimination and hatred. His comments

include, “How does it feel to have sex with a man? I don’t know because

I always sleep with a woman,” “How does the preference (for top or

bottom) differ?” “I hope you find your sexual identity back,” “It’s no good

that you hang around with gays as a soldier,” among others.

The military judicial authority itself failed to comply with the

requirements specified in the Instructions for the Management of Troops,

e.g., equal treatment of homosexual service members, prohibition of any

action to identify homosexuals, prohibition of posing questions about

privacy of a homosexual service member, and prohibition of demanding

materials proving homosexuality. Such a practice implies the level of human

rights sensitivity of the investigation authority, which is supposed to be the

strictest entity in enforcing laws, is zero. With the records of infringement



on human rights cited above, the investigators involved are now under

examination by the National Human Rights Commission of Korea. Still, the

military judicial entities are incapable of checking their own level of human

rights compliance. When some of the above soldiers were taken into

investigation by the prosecutors and placed on trial under Article 92(6) of

the Military Criminal Act, there was an incident in which a subpoena was

delivered online without any protection of confidentiality. What mattered

was that the subpoena contained allegations of sexual harassment. In

another incident, a trial was open to the public, despite the sensitivity of

the case and the concerns of potential outing, leaving no choice with the

counsel who had to request on the spot a closed proceeding instead.

Responding to the complaints filed by the defendant about servicing a

subpoena without protection, the officer in the military court said, “(If

anyone happens to read the document,) then it would be the fault of the

person who reads the document that is addressed to someone else.”

The fear felt by sexual minorities is larger in the military than in

society. Once a rumor gets out, then it marks the beginning of

discrimination that no one can endure or avoid in the military, the most

closed group. Perception in the military about sexual minorities is that

they are “filthy” and “mentally disordered”, and still remains at the level

never higher than “potential sexual offenders with high risk” and “people

requiring special attention with constant monitoring.” It is still doubtful

whether the investigation and judicial authorities are properly aware of

any incidents of infringement on human rights against sexual minority

soldiers. There are no devices for protection designed for the period after

any human rights violation case is closed. Such a limited perception of

sexual minorities in the military continues to produce a discriminatory

environment in which sexual minority soldiers find it difficult to complete

their military duty.



C. Closing

The Center for Military Human Rights currently provides assistance to

22 victims from the recent hunt-down of the sexual minorities in the

Army, of which ten have their cases closed. Some of them were found

guilty and others had suspension of prosecution. Even if a criminal case

ended well, those victims have to face “disciplinary actions” in their

respective units, and the Center is receiving complaints about emotional

and psychological damage caused by secondary infringement of their

human rights.

There are no provisions that prohibit sexual minorities from joining the

military according to the Military Service Act or the Military Personnel

Management Act. The 22 victims from the hunt-down do not have any

record of harming the disciplines or the chain of command in the

military before they were identified as sexual minorities. All of them were

proud soldiers of the Republic of Korea faithfully fulfilling their duties to

protect the country. Many of them received high marks in personnel

evaluation and some received commendation for their excellent

performance. Some even received official commendation or were promoted

in their own units while the case in question was underway. All of

sudden, however, they were branded as shameless criminals harming the

military disciplines just because of their sexuality.

If a strict military discipline is the legal interest to be protected from

the crime of sexual harassment under the Military Criminal Act, then

MND must protect the sexual minority soldiers. MND must let them

complete their duty in their place until their discharge from the military,

without having their human rights violated. It is an act of damaging the

fighting power of the military to make sexual minority soldiers, who have

faithfully performed their duty throughout the country, suffer from



discrimination and hatred. A brave and strong military can be

accomplished only when soldiers whose human dignity are respected

regardless of their sexual orientation join efforts with loyalty to the

military and the public.


